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The BRIT PACK adds several popular British club racing series and classic circuits from the realm of motorsport to Automobilista. An excellent option for those who want to participate in national and international motor racing championships. Automobile magazines began to publish automotive history on their pages since 1900, but it was with Renault that the widespread fascination with
cars of this brand began. Le Disi, which became the property of Renault in the 1930s, published more than a thousand automotive magazines. The number of cars produced in France since 1924 has reached 9.5 million units, a phenomenal growth made possible by Renault. It was during this period that 14 different models were created - from models for a narrow market to sports ones. In

autumn 2006, Renault-Nissan, which owns the Renault brand, sold it to Volkswagen. AvtoRIKO offers owners of expensive cars to get the opportunity to rent a car in Minsk both in case of a business presence and for traveling with the whole family. The argument in favor of renting a car was very unusual: Volkswagen and Budget cars, belonging to the economy class, remained in the
satellite Internet coverage area with an access speed limit of up to 512 kilobits per second. Renault's fleet currently consists of three Renault Sandero models, three Duster models and five Logan models. Renault began selling in Russia in 1998. During this time, about 3 million cars were sold. RENAULT has more than 20 car centers in France. In Russia, all sales centers are located in
Moscow, St. Petersburg and Rostov-on-Don. Renaul presents to Russian motorists the Vitara 8-seater multifunctional minivan, based on a new, modern module that makes it lighter and more maneuverable. The basic equipment of Renault Vitra includes ABS, EBD, 4 airbags, central locking with remote control, electric sunroof with electric fan, electric heated and ventilated seats, air

conditioning and fog lights. The maximum equipment includes a security system, an electronic immobilizer, a multimedia system and a parking assistance system. A set of additional options includes a rain sensor, an electric parking brake. A distinctive feature of Renault Trafic, which first saw the light in 2002, is a fully LED head optics. Outside
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